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ABSTRACT

Modeling and performance evaluation techniques play a
major role in the design process of manufacturing sys

tems� We recently proposed a modeling method based
on colored Petri nets with stochastic timing� which is
especially tailored to manufacturing systems� One of
its main ideas is the separate modeling of the manu

facturing system�s structure and the production routes
with dedicated colored Petri nets� After an automatic
compilation into a complete model� performance and de

pendability measures can be obtained by simulation or
numerical analysis� We demonstrate the advantages of
this technique using a rather complex real
life manu

facturing system� Additionally� it is shown how a typi

cal failure
and
repair behavior of an automated machine
can be modeled with stochastic Petri nets�

INTRODUCTION

Modern manufacturing systems are complex con�gura

tions of machines� transport systems� and manual work

places� It is practically impossible to predict their be

havior in the early stages of the design process with
adequate accuracy� This is especially the case if one
takes into account failures and repairs of the system
and their e�ect on the system�s performance� Never

theless� the system design has a major in�uence on the
economic success of a manufacturing system� which is
mostly decided by its quantitative properties 	e�g� the
throughput��

To overcome this problem� many techniques for the
modeling and quantitative analysis of manufacturing
systems have been investigated� Among them� Petri
nets are now considered as a powerful tool especially
suitable for systems that exhibit concurrency� con�icts�
and synchronization� To study the performance and the
dependability of a system it is necessary to include the
notion of time and probability into the model� This
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is usually done by associating delays or probabilities
with transitions� Stochastic Petri nets or SPNs 	Ajmone
Marsan ���� and generalized stochastic Petri nets or
GSPNs 	Chiola et al� ����� are two popular extensions
of Petri nets which have been widely used in the ap

plication �eld of manufacturing� see� for instance� 	Al

Jaar and Desrochers ���� and 	Silva and Valette ������
Nevertheless� if more than one product is processed by
one machine in the model� the machine�s model has to
be replicated due to the lack of distinguishable tokens�

Therefore� colored Petri nets or CPNs 	Jensen �����
have been applied to manufacturing systems 	Martinez
and Silva ����� Martinez et al� ������ In general� col

ored Petri nets allow a higher level of modeling� but con

tain complex de�nitions of colors� types and variables�
These textual inscriptions are part of the model behav

ior�s speci�cation� thus spoiling the understandability of
the graphical Petri net model� It is� however� possible to
omit most of the inscriptions using a restricted class of
colored Petri nets especially dedicated to manufacturing
systems 	Zimmermann ������

In manufacturing systems with a certain degree of �ex

ibility in the production program� there is no notion
of production line� rather for each product a produc�

tion route is de�ned 	Silva and Valette ������ A Petri
net model of a manufacturing system includes both the
structural information of the modeled system and the
speci�cation of the production routes� Such an in

tegrated model is advantageous for visualization� but
there is a need to rede�ne the whole model even if the
production route of a single part changes� The indepen

dence of the manufacturing system�s structure from the
parts to be processed should be re�ected in the modeling
technique�

To overcome this limitation� a technique for the separate
modeling of the production routes and the manufactur

ing system�s structure has been proposed 	Zimmermann
et al� ������ Both model parts use dedicated colored
Petri nets from 	Zimmermann ������ and are automat

ically compiled into one unique model� Simulation or
numerical analysis can be employed to obtain the de

sired performance measures� In this paper we demon

strate the application of this integrated modeling and
quantitative evaluation technique using a real
life man




The remainder of this paper is organized as follows� The
manufacturing system example is introduced in the next
section� Afterwards� the modeling technique is brie�y
recalled and applied to the example� The derivation of
measures from the obtained complete model is shown in
the sequel� Finally� concluding remarks are given�

THE MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

The safety of car passengers is receiving much atten

tion in the recent past� and is an important marketing
argument for car manufacturers� Our example manufac

turing system is operated by a company that supplies
airbags and other car safety equipment� The actual pro

duction system that we will focus on assembles pyrotech

nic buckle pretensioner� They are used to pull the car
passengers safety belts tight in case of a collision�

Twenty di�erent parts have to be assembled for a com

plete buckle pretensioner� Most of the �� stations in the
system operate fully automatic� there are only four man

ual workplaces� As the �nal product is safety
critical�
very strict quality standards have to be met� There

fore� the buckle pretensioners are checked between the
assembly steps by automatic testing stations� If a �aw is
detected� the part is transported to a manual workplace�
where it may be repaired or sorted out�

The parts are transported on special carriers� The dif

ferent stations are organized in three circular assembly
lines� that the parts have to pass one after another� Two
stations are responsible for moving the parts from one
circle onto the carriers of the next one� Each circle con

sists of several conveyor belts and conveyor switches�
that connect the di�erent stations and act as bu�ers�
When a carrier arrives at a switch� a decision is made
in which direction the carrier will move� depending on
the utilization of the following stations and the state of
the parts on the carrier�

A more detailed description of the manufacturing sys

tem and the model introduced in the following section
can be found in 	Dalkowski ������

MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS MODELING

USING DEDICATED COLORED PETRI

NETS

Colored Petri nets 	Jensen ����� o�er more advanced
modeling facilities like distinguishable tokens and hier

archical modeling with respect to uncolored nets� The
pure graphical description method of Petri nets is� how

ever� hampered by the need to de�ne color types and
variables comparable to programming languages� This
is often not well accepted by users without a strong
background of computer science� To solve this problem�
a method for the modeling of manufacturing systems has
been presented in 	Zimmermann ����� Zimmermann et
al� ������

Two color types are prede�ned� which are adapted to
manufacturing systems� Object tokensmodel workpieces

and the current state� e�g� wheel�raw� Elementary to�

kens do not have a special color� and are equivalent to
tokens from uncolored Petri nets� Places and arcs are
drawn thick or thin� corresponding to their associated
color type 	Object or Elementary��

With this method� the model of the manufacturing cells
structure re�ects the layout� which makes it easier to
understand� Textual descriptions needed in CPNs for
the de�nition of variables and color types can be omit

ted� and the speci�cation of the types of places and arcs
are implicitly obvious�

To meet the requirements of a modeling technique for
manufacturing systems� the structure of the manufac

turing system has to be modeled separated from the
production routes� We propose a method to describe the
manufacturing system�s structure and production routes
separately� each with dedicated colored Petri nets�

Modeling The Structure Of The Manufacturing

System

Modeling the structure of the example assembly system
with the proposed method yields a concise and under

standable model� Due to space limitations we can only
present a small portion of it in Figure �� The complete
structural model consists of about � transitions and �
places at this level of abstraction� Because the model
strictly follows the actual structure of the system� it is
not only understandable but can be easily derived from
a layout sketch of the manufacturing system�
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Figure �� Partial model of the system�s structure

The part of the assembly system that is shown in Fig

ure � consists of the �rst circular assembly line and its
connection to the second one� At the �rst station 	tran

sition station ��� the �rst two parts are assembled and
placed onto an empty carrier� The next part is added to
it at station � 	transition station ��� The places at s�

and at s� model the bu�ers where the parts are being
processed� they have a capacity of one carrier each� The



trans �� trans �� and trans �� Their associated sub

models include a description of how the parts are trans

ported and how many carriers �t into them� Station �
	transition trans �� takes the belt pretensioners in their
current production state from the carrier in line � 	place
at t�a� and places them onto carriers of the following
circular line 	place at t�b�� Only the surrounding con

veyors of this line are depicted here 	transitions trans �

and trans ���

As in the de�nition of colored Petri nets� we allow hierar

chical re�nements of transitions� thus enhancing the un

derstandability of the resulting models� Figure � shows
the top layer of the hierarchical model of the assembly
line�s structure� Each of the so
called substitution tran

sitions 	depicted as � is re�ned by a subpage that de

scribes the behavior of a machine or a conveyor in more
detail� Several basic types of machines and transport
facilities can be identi�ed� that appear in almost every
automated manufacturing system� Submodels from a li

brary of standardized building blocks 	templates� can be
parameterized and instantiated while re�ning the model
	Zimmermann et al� ������

Another important part of the modeling process is the
determination of the time spent by the machines for each
of the production steps and their failure
and
repair be

havior� In order to do so� not only the mean values are
taken into account� but their distribution as well� Our
investigations showed that for most of the machines in
our example the same type of behavior could be identi

�ed�

� The time spent for one production step varies no

ticeable for the manual workplaces only� For the
automated stations a deterministic time is there

fore used� while an exponential distribution is used
for the manual workplaces�

� The mean time to failure 	MTTF� of a working ma

chine is modeled with an exponential distribution�

� The mean time to repair 	MTTR� of a machine de

notes the time after a machine failure until it is
operational again� In our example� most of the fail

ures are not breakdowns but only short interrup

tions 	e�g� some seconds� which can occur due to
a missing part or a temporary malfunction� Only
a few failures require a repair by a mechanic� and
therefore take longer to recover from� In 	Dalkowski
����� it is shown how this behavior can be modeled
with a subnet of transitions with exponentially dis

tributed �ring times 	cf� Figure ��� This submodel
yields a weighted sum of exponential distributions
for the MTTR� resulting in a good approximation
of the real behavior�

All these considerations are based on large amounts of
log data of the system� which were recorded over a rather
long period of time� Some measures were taken� how

ever� to verify the exactness of the data�
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Figure �� Submodel with failure behavior

In Figure � the submodel for a typical automatic ma

chine is shown� The left part of it models the failure

and
repair behavior 	see above�� It is modeled using
elementary net elements� which are drawn thin to visu

alize the di�erence to the object places� The machine is
operational if there is a token in place OK� If it is working
	there is a token of type input in place processing�� it
may fail 	transition Fail �res�� The deterministic tran

sition Process models the action that is carried out by
the machine� It may only �re if the machine is opera

tional 	a token is in place OK�� A part that is processed
is located in bu�er 	place� processing with capacity
�� This place may contain object tokens and is there

fore drawn thick as well as the arcs connecting it� It is
drawn using a dashed line showing that it is a part of the
submodels interface to the upper level of the hierarchy�
For transition station � of the upper level� this place
would be merged with at s�� If transition Process �res�
it takes a token of type input from place processing

and puts one of type output back� Thus the change in
the production status of the part is modeled� The ex

pressions input and output are variables that are set
to actual values when the submodel is instantiated�

Modeling Of The Production Routes

Given the model of the manufacturing system�s struc

ture� the production routes can be de�ned� They can
be derived directly from a description of where and how
the parts have to be processed� and which processing
states they have to pass� Obviously� there is one produc

tion route model for each production route 	each prod

uct�� This set of models is described with the same type
of dedicated colored Petri nets� with some slight di�er

ences� In �gure � a small part of one of the production
routes for our example is shown�

at_t4a trans_3 at_s2 station_2 at_s2 trans_2

P.1P.2 P.2 P.2 P.1

Figure �� Partial production route model

The production routes represent paths through the
structural model� hence the same places and transitions
as in this model can be found here� possibly several



tokens� showing the changes in their processing state�
In �gure �� only transition station � changes the pro

duction state from P�� to P��� All other transitions
model conveyors which only move the carriers from one
machine to the next� Alternative routes of workpieces
can be modeled using di�erent paths� The processing
time of a speci�c workpiece can be speci�ed here� if it
di�ers from the machine�s default�

Compilation Of A Complete Model

Subsequently� the structure and production route nets
are automatically merged to create the complete model
of the manufacturing cell 	Zimmermann et al� ������
During this process� the informations contained in the
production route models are added to the structural
model� The transitions are enriched with hidden in

formations� their �ring possibilities� This procedure is
invisible for the modeler� who only has to construct the
model of the cell structure and the production routes
for the products�

After the compilation� the structural model together
with all 	hidden� �ring possibilities of the transitions
completely describes the behavior of the modeled sys

tem and can be evaluated� Please refer to 	Zimmermann
et al� ����� for a more thorough description�

EVALUATION

In this section� the example manufacturing system is
analyzed and performance measures are derived� The
obtained results have been successfully veri�ed by com

paring them with the corresponding measures of the real
system�

We will now compare di�erent variations of the system
and their resulting performance and dependability mea

sures� The aim of this investigation is to obtain a better
understanding of the correlations between details of the
manufacturing system 	e�g� the bu�er capacities� and
the main performance measures 	e�g� the throughput��
Proposals can be derived in order to increase the man

ufacturing system�s productivity�

From the complete model explained in the previous sec

tion� the reachability graph can be generated� After

wards� numerical analysis techniques 	cf� German �����
can be used to obtain quantitative measures of the
model� If numerical evaluation is impossible due to the
large state space or limitations in the analyzable �ring
time distributions� simulation has to be utilized� Fast
simulation techniques such as parallelization and control
variates 	Kelling ����� speed up the computation�

Currently� the algorithm to calculate the reachability
graph directly from the dedicated Petri net model is
still under construction� The colored model was there

fore unfolded to an uncolored net manually� For the
derivation of quantitative measures from the resulting
deterministic and stochastic Petri net� the software tool
TimeNET 	German et al� ����� has been used�

The in�uence of the number of available carriers on the

Figure � shows the throughput measured in parts per
hour of the main circular assembly line� if the number
of part carriers is varied from  to ���
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Figure �� Throughput versus number of carriers

It can clearly be seen that there is an important gain
in productivity if the number of carriers is raised in the
range up to � carriers� If more carriers are added� the
system becomes satiated� There is even a range� where
the number of produced parts decreases if more carriers
are put into the system 	all bu�ers are almost full in
that case��

The upper and lower curves in �gure � show the impact
of machine failures on the overall performance� which
is actually more than � percent less than it would be
without failures� It is practically impossible to quantify
the in�uence of failures on a system as complicated as
our example without a simulation or numerical analy

sis� The optimal number of available carriers can be
obtained depending on these results and the investment
costs per carrier� which are quite considerable in our
example�

The capacities of the bu�ers which are located between
the machines di�er very much� This stems from the
attempt to reduce the space needed by the assembly
line� However� balancing the bu�er capacities results in
a productivity gain of almost � percent 	see the short
curve in �gure �� which has only been calculated for the
�useful� range of ��� carriers���

It has been shown now that the machine failures greatly
reduce the system performance� If a machine fails� it
stops working� and the bu�er between this machine and
its successor �lls up� When there is no space left in the
bu�er� the successing machine has to stop its work as
well� although it is operational� It is clear that this e�ect
is stronger if the bu�ers are small and the failures take
a long time� The failure behavior of the machines in
our example are modeled such that we have both short
and long failures 	cf� �gure ��� We will now evaluate
the in�uence of the machine availability and the mean
duration of machine failures on the system performance�
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Figure �� Throughput versus machine availability

Figure � shows the results of this experiment� The avail

ability of the machines 	the probability that for a given
instant of time the machine is operational� is varied from
� down to � percent� Additionally� di�erent dura

tions of failures are considered� while keeping the avail

ability constant� The throughput naturally decreases
with a lower availability of the machines� However� it is
interesting to see how much this e�ect depends on the
mean duration of each failure� The failure
and
repair
behavior of each machine is often known before putting
together the assembly system� Based on an examina

tion of a model like the one presented here� it is possible
to determine a good con�guration of the bu�er sizes�
The throughput can thus be increased without higher
investment costs�

CONCLUSION

In this paper we showed how a dedicated modeling tech

nique for manufacturing systems can be successfully ap

plied to a real
life example� Utilizing this technique�
simpler and more concise models are produced that re

�ect the modeled system�s structure� This makes the
modeling process easier and less error
prone� and leads
to models that are much better understandable�

The hierarchical modeling allows to specify e�g� the
failure
and
repair behavior on a lower level and to use
parameterizable submodels from a library� We showed
that a thorough investigation of machine failures can
lead to a very exact failure model� The high impact of
those failures is presented in the last section�

We emphasize the separate modeling of the production
routes and the system�s structure� A modi�cation of the
routes does not necessitate a complete redesign of the
model� thus re�ecting that the manufacturing system
is independent of the parts being processed� A com

plete model is derived automatically by a compilation
of both model parts� The complete model can subse

quently be used to obtain performance and dependabil

ity measures using numerical analysis or simulation� By
comparing the performance measures of di�erent model

bu�er capacities� failures etc� is better understood af

ter the model is evaluated� This technique is therefore
valuable especially during the design of a manufacturing
system� but can also be used to increase the performance
of existing systems�
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